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ABSTRACT
The question that drives all artificial intelligence has been discussed,
debated, and disputed for an eon. This article will discuss some
famous experiments regarding computer intelligence. It will differentiate between human intelligence and artificial intelligence. It
will also provide some explanation regarding what consciousness
is and if it is attainable by machines.

1

INTRODUCTION

The intangible idea regarding whether a computer or a machine can
think has always perplexed the greatest scientific minds[4]. Yet, we
don’t have any clear answer. Deep learning neural networks have
already exceeded human performance in terms of object recognition
and pattern matching[12]. But intelligence is not all about pattern
recognition. It is more about understanding and modeling the world
around us, problem-solving, creating new understanding as we
learn more about the world[11]. In this article, we’ll briefly explore
the idea of whether computers have the ability to think and if they
can think like a human.

2 FAMOUS EXPERIMENTS
2.1 The Turing Test
In the early 1950s, Turing disregarded all complex questions regarding computer intelligence in favor of a straightforward one.
Can a computer communicate like humans? This question led to
the famous "Turing Test". Turing proposed a game in "Computing Machinery and Intelligence"[19]. In this game, a human judge
will have a text conversation with players, including humans and
computers he cannot see and evaluate their responses. A computer
will be considered intelligent if the judge can’t easily distinguish
its conversations from other humans. Since then, the Turing test
had become a standard for measuring computer intelligence. Very
few have done well in this test, those who did well rather found a
clever way to fool the judges. First of such endeavors were made
by ELIZZA[21], a chatterbot. With some short and simple script,
it managed to mislead many people by mimicking a psychologist.
Parry[5], another chatbot, tried the opposite way to mimic paranoid
schizophrenia.

2.2

The Chinese Room Argument

This experiment was proposed by Searle in "Mind, Brains and Programs" [17] that went against the validity of the Turing test. He
argued that a program might appear to be intelligent and understand a language, but it does not give the program real understanding, consciousness, or thinking capability. Chatbots like ELIZA and
Parry may pass the Turing test by manipulating keywords and
symbols of a language, but they don’t understand the language. So
we cannot compare these with the thinking capability of humans.
According to Searle, the Turing test itself can not be the sole way

of judging intelligence, as programs can easily cheat and pass the
test without actually being intelligent at all[9].

3

HUMAN INTELLIGENCE VS ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE

In 1956, scientists proposed that a "two month, a ten-man study of
AI" would unlock the secrets of the human mind. [16], And soon
we can precisely describe all the aspect of intelligence in a way
that we can replicate the intelligence in a machine. But more than
65 years later, computers are still struggling1 to replicate the basic cognitive functions of a human baby. On the other hand, we
have already designed AI systems like DeepBlue[2] and AlphaGO2
has outperformed human[8]. These performances apply to a very
narrow domain and only as good as the training data. Where AI
falls short is when it needs to think abstract, apply common sense
reasoning[15] [6] or apply knowledge learned from one domain in
another. [13] [1]
Recently, in the 2016 paper "Building Machines That Learn and
Think Like People" [11] authors have explored the possibilities of
designing a computer system that can learn and think like a human
by reverse engineering how the human brain works and learn. They
suggested rather than just building an efficient narrow domain
AI for specific tasks, deep learning and other machine learning
procedures should try to solve the problem with a small amount
of training data like people need to learn. Researchers should also
evaluate it on a more human-like generalized range of tasks than
the one specific task they trained it for.

4

CONSCIOUSNESS IN AI

For biological organisms, consciousness is being aware of the environment and properly reacting to it for its benefit or to avoid
harm. In the paper "From Biological Consciousness to Machine
Consciousness" [22] authors have explained how there are several
levels of consciousness in living organisms and how we can use the
same principle to make smarter machines[10]. Organisms sense
the environment through organs like eyes, ears, and machines can
do the same with sensors. Organisms react to the environment by
making complex moves using muscles, and machines can accomplish the same through several motors and other parts. Based on
the definition of consciousness, we can argue that a light-sensing
lamp-post that turns on or off based on natural light can be counted
as the simplest form of conscious machine. However, creating a
more advanced and complex consciousness level like humans is far
out of reach for modern AI systems.

1 https://www.nytimes.com/2018/09/22/technology/boston-dynamics-robots.html
2 https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-35785875
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intelligence of entire human race.

3 https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/will-machines-ever-become-conscious/
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Figure 1: Artificial Super General Intelligence (ASGI) surpassing human intelligence sometimes in future

5

ARTIFICIAL GENERAL INTELLIGENCE
(AGI)

Although debated, many argue that sooner or later, our current
artificial intelligence will evolve into complex consciousness and
thus giving birth to what is termed as Artificial General Intelligence
(AGI) 3 [7], a state where computers will have equal level intelligence of an average human [14]. At this level, a computer is smart
enough to think and improve upon itself. There is a chance that
after this state, it will keep improving itself in a run-away fashion without any human intervention and will reach a level called
"Artificial Super General Intelligence" (ASGI) (Figure 1) [18]. This
event of intelligence explosion will be called Singularity[3] [20].
Beyond this, computers will surpass the intelligence of the greatest
intellectual human minds combined.

6

CONCLUSION

In this article, we have discussed the conundrum of computer intelligence. Starting from the Turing test, its experiments, and counterarguments. We have explored human and computer thinking and
how computers have beaten human performance but can’t think
like humans yet. We have tried to understand what machine consciousness is and compared it with biological consciousness. Finally,
we have discussed how AI’s complex consciousness can lead to Singularity by creating Artificial General Intelligence (AGI) and then
Artificial Super General Intelligence(ASGI).
Our current computing systems may outperform humans in
some cases but may not be smart enough to think like a human yet.
But with continuous improvement, there is a chance someday in
future its thinking capability may go well beyond the combined
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